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history of the 
CePhalyx
origins
The great first city Urus was laid low not by war or plague, but by 
the very hand of the Creator. His tempest of divine wrath was not 
directed at Urus alone but at all the land, from one horizon to the 
other. The continent buckled beneath the fist of an angry god. The 
seas boiled and churned as the sky was lit afire. All the prideful 
were slaughtered, their prayers unanswered. The earth split open 
to swallow them. The skies rained sheets of flame while the wind 
roared in unending fury. 

All that had been built was laid to ruin, yet the onslaught did 
not end. The Creator had decided to shatter his work like a potter 
hurling a fresh-fired jug against the tiles. Those few who survived 
knew the people of Urus were cursed, not merely abandoned but 
shunned and forever marked. Most surrendered to despair and 
accepted this judgment. Some few persevered, though their very 
existence was blasphemy. They left their doomed city and fled 
across the wastes. Knowing no ordinary shelter would protect 
them from the burning sky, they went underground, descending 
into the darkness below. Never again would the people of Urus 
emerge. They spent their accursed lives entombed, becoming 
wretched and depraved. They lurk there still.

—Fragment from The Fall of Urus

MeMories of the Preservers
No one in western Immoren knows the origins of the 
cephalyx, those dreaded and enigmatic beings who emerge 
from their underground lairs to capture and enslave surface 
dwellers. They float serenely above the ground, their faces 
hidden behind masks fitted with sinister lenses. They unleash 
terrifying mental powers to kill any who oppose them. Their 
enslavement raids have given rise to countless legends. 

Even among the cephalyx few know the facts of their ancient 
origins, before they were even called cephalyx. They prize 
knowledge, but they approach its acquisition pragmatically. 
Their intellectual pursuits are focused and all-consuming 
but also narrowly delineated. Not all thought or lore is of 
equal value. Most cephalyx focus on current anatomical 
and surgical knowledge, with no interest in history. They 
take tremendous pride in the transfiguration they have each 
undergone to unlock their mental potential. Each cephalyx 
is interested solely in his individual progression and cares 
not for the species as a whole. Kinship and brotherhood are 
foreign concepts to them. 

A very small number of lorekeepers exist, who approach 
the preservation of knowledge with zealous and absolute 
intensity. These so-called preservers archive the memories 
of their predecessors in their vast intellects; each holds 

a breadth of knowledge that would shame the greatest 
libraries of mankind. Yet for all their knowledge, preservers 
are a low caste, obedient servants of the greater cephalyx. 
They are valued only when a leader has reason to plumb the 
depths of their shared memories, which are an unbroken 
chain stretching deep into the ancient past. Their oldest 
memories include words preserved in tomes or scrolls 
or inscribed on tablets before such crude methods of 
recordkeeping were abandoned.

Even preservers view their ancient origins with distaste. 
The cephalyx deny any affinity to those debased and 
diminished beings, whose primitive capabilities made them 
little better than unthinking beasts. Cephalyx do not credit 
these predecessors with reason, not as the term applies to 
them now. The thoughts of these progenitors, such as they 
were, were ruled by emotion and superstition, bound by 
belief structures and self-imposed limitations the cephalyx 
have long since rejected. 

Five millennia ago, there were no cephalyx. They were yet 
to emerge from a cataclysm that would eventually engender 
a desire to reinvent the self. The cephalyx did not develop 
or evolve; they were systematically self-created.

CataClysM and the desCent
The civilizations of western Immoren trace their origins to 
the Menite city of Icthier and look to Cinot as their first great 
priest-king. It was he who received the Gifts of Menoth 
by which civilization was born. Yet Cinot had traveled to 
Icthier from the east, and his was not the first human city. 
Other tribes had devoted themselves to the Creator of Man 
and had built cities, including the greatest of them: Urus. 
Built in southeastern Immoren amid a sheltered valley 
surrounded by mountains, Urus thrived for centuries after 
the departure of Cinot and his people.

Not much is known of Urus, for this ancient civilization 
was lost and its ruins forgotten, buried beneath jungles on 
what is now the Shattered Spine Islands. Four thousand six 
hundred years ago the continent of Immoren was sundered 
by an unprecedented cataclysm, one that would change its 
shape forever. The tribes of man never knew its cause, but 
Cinot’s descendants called it the Time of the Burning Sky. 
The cataclysm cracked the continent to create the Abyss 
and the Stormlands, while the tremors and quakes in the 
southeast turned part of the fractured landmass into the 
Shattered Spine Islands. A vast desert formed between the 
two halves of Immoren, and the east was consumed by 
decades of supernatural storms. 

The hardiest and most resourceful survivors of Urus went 
inland but could not endure the firestorms. Their way of 
life had ended, and they faced extinction. They sought 
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shelter in caves and tunnels, digging deep below Caen to 
escape what they interpreted as divine wrath. They thought 
themselves cast out and accursed, unworthy of the faith of 
their ancestors, which had been left in the ashes of Urus.

In the harsh early decades of their subterranean existence, 
the refugees’ society and existence changed. Early turmoil 
among the group led to bloodshed, which was followed 
by rigid tyranny by those who enforced a tenuous peace. 
Food scarcity prompted starvation and deprivation, which 
forced desperate solutions among the survivors. Those 
who died became food for those who endured, even as this 
cannibalism was understood to be another unforgivable 
blasphemy. The need for food and water required brief 
raids to the surface, although in time these people adapted 
to their environment and learned to sustain themselves on 
new food sources found below.

a transfigured soCiety
Cephalyx preservers remember even less from the 
transitional era after the refugees went underground and 
the struggle to survive took priority over recording events 
for future generations. What is known is that the post-Urus 
survivors underwent multiple stages of societal upheaval, 
eventually developing a rigid caste-based society. This 
included draconian laws and punishments protecting 
access to the resources required for survival. 

Shame over their supposedly accursed status led to several 
powerful taboos, such as a loathing for direct physical 
contact. This extended to a general disgust for all base 
necessities of life. These were viewed as reminders that the 
flesh was a prison for an accursed soul. The lowest caste 
was held responsible for handling distasteful necessities, 
including disposal of the dead and of bodily waste. This 
caste was shunned by the others, treated as less than people.

It became the custom to wear heavy black garments from 
head to toe, lest anyone inadvertently see skin or make 
physical contact. A variety of elaborate procedures were 
created around the unwholesome necessity of reproduction. 
The concept of marriage had been abandoned soon after the 
cataclysm, and reproduction became a carefully regulated 
matter. The higher castes determined who would reproduce; 
unapproved children were eliminated. 

The messy process of childbirth was overseen by specific 
members of the lowest caste. Shrouded chambers and 
black veils ensured those who were pregnant could deliver 
children anonymously. Children were then isolated, raised 
by masked attendants who saw to each child’s early 
development and education until such time as it could 
conform to the standards of society and could labor in its 
assigned role. Population control was vital, as food was 
often scarce and carefully rationed. In truth, overpopulation 

was rarely a problem. As a result of their intense taboos, the 
larger concern was ensuring the society did not diminish. 

Redemption from base existence was to be sought through 
mental reflection, as each citizen hoped to achieve harmony 
through acts of will. The luxury of purely mental pursuits 
was a particular privilege of the ruling elite, who sought 
to escape the concerns of physicality. Some went so far as 
to adopt a custom of extreme asceticism. So long as they 
fulfilled their duty of governing their society and delivering 
judgment against lawbreakers, the leadership could 
occasionally withdraw for lengthy stretches to meditate. 
These individuals retreated to the darkness of the deepest 
caves, cut off from light, sound, and contact with anything 
beyond the cold stone beneath them. Attendants brought 
them water and food, which they often ignored. Their 
bodies withered as they ate and drank only enough to stave 
off death, experiencing visions as they teetered on the brink. 

Most of the early thinkers lived and died with their 
thoughts sealed in the vaults of their minds. In time a ritual 
evolved whereby the oldest were required to pass on their 
wisdom. Each was assigned a rememberer trained to retain 
and retrieve lore. These predecessors of cephalyx preservers 
passed this accumulated lore to the next generation. 

Cephalyx view the superstitions of their ancient ancestors 
as repugnant, but those early philosophers developed the 
core idea that would lead them to transform themselves. 
Time spent in isolated contemplation was the first step on 
a longer quest to refine the mind, a goal which would soon 
define the cephalyx. 

the seat of reason
Centuries of subterranean existence transformed the last 
descendants of the people of Urus into a society utterly 
distinct from its originating culture. The introspection 
of the ruling elite developed into exercises in logic and 
applied learning through experimentation—essentially, 
science. They sought to comprehend the world and its 
intrinsic properties and laws. From admiration for the 
ordered diligence of insects such as ants and termites, 
they referred to their hierarchical society as a hive, in 
which each caste had an assigned role and function. The 
highest caste, freed from drudgery, assumed the tasks of 
leadership and philosophy.

Some of these thinkers were absorbed with practical tasks 
such as innovating new techniques for excavating tunnels 
or for mining essential minerals. Others developed the 
means to breed and harvest new types of edible fungus 
and the myriad sunless plants required for sustenance. 
Still others refined weapons for the hive’s soldiers to wield 
during raids against surface dwellers. The lowest caste of 
the society were slaves, individuals treated as property and 
seen as too mentally deficient for higher work. 
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When the hands of slaves proved inadequate to perform 
the finest surgeries, the elite developed new means to cut 
flesh indirectly via a system of remotely operated blades 
attached to artificial limbs serving in the place of their 
own. Heavy garments shielded them from any spatter 
of living fluids released by their efforts. Thus protected, 
they soon came to appreciate the delicate equilibrium of 
organs, blood vessels, nerves, bones, and other tissues. 
Their loathing of physical contact with the body remained, 
but above that was an almost reverential wonder for the 
processes of chemistry and biology.

Some of these anatomists undertook the dissection of the 
brain amid the study of other organs. While cadavers 
sufficed at first, these explorers soon determined they could 

When not governing, the 
ruling elite looked inward, 
hoping to take the next step 
in unshackling their minds 
and achieving mental purity. 
They sought to locate the 
physical seat of reason and 
thus reconcile the physical 
and the mental, making 
pure thought possible. They 
believed the soul must dwell 
within a tangible haven inside 
the flesh. Finding this haven 
became a priority.

Slowly and secretly at first, 
the elite began to explore the 
taboo study of anatomy. This 
was initially a radical and 
almost blasphemous practice. 
Those venturing into it sought 
to do so without violating 
prohibitions against physical 
contact with unclean bodies. 
They did not touch flesh 
directly but used slaves as 
proxies. The most dexterous 
slaves were given keen blades 
and directed to cut open 
cadavers, revealing the horrors 
and wonders awaiting within. 
A variety of captured animals 
were dissected to understand 
their inner workings, but 
only humans could provide 
the answers sought by the 
cephalyx. In time this study 
was no longer conducted in 
secret and eventually became 
an obsession among the elite, each of whom was driven 
to demonstrate prowess as a philosopher-surgeon. All 
who died were brought to their operating tables, where 
systematic dissection replaced funerary rites.

Some among these surgeons discovered the means to 
bend and magnify light by way of polished crystals and 
lenses, augmenting vision while safeguarding the surgeons 
themselves from direct exposure to flesh. These tools 
were refined to provide tremendous perception, allowing 
observers to discern details too small for the naked eye to 
apprehend. Surgeons peered through these lenses to examine 
extracted tissues, marveling at the recursive complexity of 
living organs, which revealed myriad specialized structures 
even at the microscopic level. 
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achieve understanding only by performing their work on 
living captives, whose reactions were required to apprehend 
the brain’s functions. By this process they confirmed that 
here, at last, was the seat of reason. 

Careful and exacting examination of slices of numerous 
brains revealed patterns of beautiful, if bewildering, 
complexity. They mapped the structures within the brain 
and began to comprehend how they worked together to 
give rise to higher thought. These explorations into the 
brain were undertaken with religious intensity, and some 
among them were so enraptured by the tasks that they 
worked nonstop, so eager for subjects that they sacrificed 
their own slaves to study them. Some even opened their 
own skulls to see the workings within.

As understanding expanded, the upper caste deduced the 
brain had secret and untapped potential and foresaw the 
means by which the apparent perfection of this organic 
marvel could be improved. Dissection of countless brains 
had revealed a multiplicity of recursive patterns, like an 
underlying code that if unlocked could change reality itself. 
Though cephalyx society had abandoned old beliefs, there 
remained a powerful imperative to escape the accursed 
state of existence described by their ancestors.

The key to this freedom lay in augmenting the seat of 
reason by precise surgical manipulation, amplifying the 
power of the mind. If successful, they would transcend 
the limits imposed by their Creator. They would become 
both creator and created, shaping not only the brain but 
the soul itself. Visionaries among the philosopher-surgeons 
foresaw the possibility, in some distant era, of transcending 
the flesh entirely to exist as pure and unfettered thought. 
This seemingly impossible goal would persist to become 
the ultimate ideal of those who would eventually call 
themselves cephalyx.

CePhaloMek to CePhalyx
An era of advancement in scientific and metaphysical 
understanding followed these early pioneers. Critical leaps 
in surgical technique coincided with breakthroughs in 
engineering. This work was the precursor to the science of 
cephalomek, a field that would combine extensive surgical 
alterations with mechanical elements. From the beginning this 
science proved its usefulness when applied to the slave caste, 
whose bodies were augmented by alchemical muscle-growth 
solutions and prosthetic replacements. It was discovered that 
incisions to certain areas of the brain made slaves docile and 
compliant. These slaves were the first drudges. 

Initially crude alterations of the brain were eventually 
followed by more sophisticated techniques. New mental 
states were achieved by combining a number of these 
procedures, such as making smaller and more precise surgical 
cuts, bathing the brain in alchemical fluids, and inserting 

metal rods into the structure. This work necessitated a 
growing mastery of metallurgy, alchemy, and physics as the 
greatest thinkers created specialized tools for transformative 
surgical theaters. 

Unlocking the potential of the brain required sacrifice. 
Surgeons needed to test and refine advanced techniques 
on living subjects. The burden of this experimentation 
fell mostly on the slave caste. It soon became apparent 
that this golden era of surgical experimentation had come 
at a price—the population of the subterranean society 
had dwindled, and repopulation measures had failed to 
adequately replace those lost for science. The demand for 
additional experimental subjects necessitated expeditions 
to the surface to capture a greater number and variety of 
living specimens, preferably intelligent ones. 

Other great minds began to work on the problem of 
facilitating reproduction without physical contact between 
the genders, a condition considered essential for cephalyx 
society to endure in what they perceived was a higher 
state. It was vital that they find a way to increase their 
numbers without emulating unthinking beasts. Although 
these efforts did not meet with much initial success, in time 
methods were innovated to conduct most of the biology 
of reproduction in connected laboratory receptacles, using 
genetic material extracted from adult cephalyx. 

This progress facilitated efforts to selectively breed the 
most intelligent members of the society, allowing the upper 
caste to serve as the foundation for future generations. 
Experiments suggested a degree of diversity was required 
for the health of the species. For that reason, outstanding 
members of the lower castes were also screened and 
selected to contribute seed material. The notion of breeding 
a deliberately docile and mentally subservient caste was 
considered but ultimately rejected due to this need for a 
minimum threshold of diversity. It was important that 
the lower castes be included to prevent overreliance on 
inbreeding among the upper castes. 

A natural outgrowth of this development was a major 
change to the slave caste. Although the first drudges came 
from among the cephalyx’s own slaves, it became apparent 
that their society was best served by utilizing exclusively 
captured outsiders in this capacity. As the use of drudges 
created from enslaved captives expanded, these entities 
increasingly took on the most unpleasant tasks. This 
allowed the lowest caste to transition into a more valued 
worker caste, one whose members could aspire toward 
mental advancement. The once-rigid hierarchy of their 
underground society evolved into a fiercely competitive 
meritocracy based on evolving mental acumen. The 
existence of mentally reduced drudges to perform menial 
labor allowed all cephalyx to exist on more equal footing.
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invention of CePhaloMek
As cephalomek emerged as the primary science and 
obsession of this subterranean society, several strata of its 
study emerged. Low cephalomek included the basics of 
anatomy and the simplest surgeries, including the creation 
of modified drudges. The processes for these tasks became 
so familiar as to be performed as a learning exercise by the 
young. The highest and most revered arts of cephalomek 
involved direct examination and manipulation of the 
brain, particularly when applied to members of their own 
society. The cephalyx conducted these procedures with 
the greatest precision and care, knowing that they could 
result in irreversible damage or even loss. Only the most 
skilled and experienced surgeons were allowed to alter the 
minds of valued citizens. Yet the imperative to achieve a 
breakthrough in intellectual capability was strong, and 
volunteers were plentiful.

Efforts to unlock the potential of the seat of reason 
eventually succeeded dramatically. Techniques refined  
on captives were perfected and eventually applied to the 
upper echelon. Surgeons manipulated prosthetic blades 
and mirrors to open the cranium and work on the organ 
beneath, making small structural changes and applying 
carefully formulated growth serums. The cranium had to be 
cut and reshaped to relieve the pressure of the expanding 
cerebellum. The fluids developed to augment brain growth 
were distilled from spinal and brain fluids extracted from 
multiple donors, for them a lethal process.

A number of the first augmentative pioneers were driven 
mad by the process. Soon, however, others unlocked 
previously unheard-of psychic powers. This breakthrough 
would change everything. The ability to reliably replicate 

these powers is seen as the beginning of the cephalyx 
themselves. From this point, the cephalyx no longer saw 
themselves as human; they had arrived at the onset of 
a new species. The precise date of this achievement is 
unknown, but it is thought to have transpired as early as 
2700 BR according to the human calendar. 

PoWers of the Mind
In a few short centuries the cephalyx developed their 
fundamental psychic powers. They quickly abandoned 
speech once they were able to converse telepathically. The 
cephalyx retained the equivalent of language and syntax 
for the ordered representation of their thoughts, but they 
could also communicate direct images, emotions, and 
complex cascading thoughts. Cephalyx learned to convey 
raw information more quickly and efficiently than spoken 
language allowed. 

Telepathy soon made writing unnecessary. The direct mental 
transfer of information, aided by brain augmentations, 
resulted in nearly perfect recall. From the rememberer 
tradition arose preservers, individuals dedicated to storing 
a vast array of information inside their minds. While every 
cephalyx has a prodigious memory, preservers undergo 
surgical procedures to broaden information storage, 
becoming dedicated telepathic archives accessible to hive 
leaders. The preserver tradition allowed nothing to be 
forgotten, using telepathic transfer to pass stored memories 
from each generation to the next.

Telekinetic power also became universal among the 
augmented cephalyx, allowing them to exert force through 
thought alone, thereby moving physical objects with their 
minds. This gave the cephalyx the long-desired power to 
manipulate the world around them without resorting to 
physical contact. It became the custom for cephalyx to float 
above the floors of their chambers, no longer requiring the 
laborious exertion of legs. Floating became so intuitive that 
walking became inconceivable, a hardship left to lesser 
beings such as the enslaved drudges. Smaller efforts of 
telekinesis let cephalyx manipulate the finely crafted tools 
kept on their persons, including diverse suites of surgical 
implements. Soon, attached to each cephalyx was a rig 
containing an array of prosthetic tools customized for the 
work that individual performed. 

The cephalyx’s ability to project waves of directed mental 
energy beyond their bodies gave rise to dozens of other 
versatile powers. As cephalyx of various mental capacities 
mastered their powers, they discovered telepathy was an 
effective weapon. By connecting to other minds, they could 
probe for surface thoughts or delve deeper for secrets. A 
strong-willed cephalyx could subjugate and dominate a 
weaker peer, forcing him to act as bid. The most powerful 
telepaths could send a disrupting wave of energy to shred 
lesser minds and cause damage to other vital organs.

Monstrosity Back 
Detail Concept

MONSTROSITY SPINE
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Most cephalyx learned techniques to shield themselves, 
but these defenses could in turn be undermined by those 
strong or clever enough. A clash of wills became an 
unavoidable aspect of cephalyx interaction. Leadership 
positions had traditionally been held by those deemed the 
greatest thinkers, but now the population had a tangible 
means to gauge mental power and to contest with one 
another. Strength and intelligence became synonymous to 
cephalyx. A new hierarchy emerged with mentally puissant 
leaders called exulons seizing leadership, not by persuasion 
or manipulation, but by raw mental subjugation. To the 
exulons, all other cephalyx became potential pawns, while 
outsiders were viewed as demonstrably inferior beings.

froM one hive to Many
The cephalyx began as a single self-contained, 
subterranean hive, one that was ignorant of the conditions 
of the surface world. This attitude remained unchanged 
until raiding parties sent to acquire subjects discovered 
scarcity. The location of the first cephalyx hive was quite 
remote from population centers, as most human tribes 
had emigrated toward more fertile regions to the west. 
The few scattered tribes that remained were meager and 
impoverished, scratching out a difficult living amid an 
arid and desolate region. 

The cephalyx faced a crisis as resource scarcity reached a 
critical level, a situation made worse by schisms between 
the ruling exulons. As they refined their mental powers 
these rulers increasingly found it difficult to reach 
consensus. Contests of wills escalated into feuds and lethal 
mental duels. These battles sometimes swept up an exulon’s 
followers, disrupting entire regions of the hive. 

Eventually it became clear to the cephalyx that they would 
need to relocate and divide. New hives were needed. 
The exulons broke the central hive into smaller groups 
and allocated its resources and personnel among them, 
then implemented a plan to replicate their society in new 
locations. The best surface raiders of the central hive became 
scouts, undertaking expeditions to find ideal sites to settle. 
This exodus, not undertaken lightly, proved essential for 
long-term survival.

New cephalyx hives were established below several 
mountain ranges and forests across western Immoren 
during what the surface dwellers refer to as the late Warlord 
Era. These hives consolidated their strength and expanded 
their subterranean networks well into the Thousand Cities 
Era. The new thriving communities of mankind provided 
an ample supply of easily captured subjects. Typically such 
subjects could be seized without raising an alarm so long 

CEPhalYx MENTal abIlITIES

Individual cephalyx possess varied mental capabilities, 

particularly across different roles within a hive. however, some 

abilities are shared by all. The youngest cephalyx generally have 

the least developed mental powers, while the oldest and those 

with the most augmented brains demonstrate correspondingly 

greater development and raw power. 

all cephalyx possess some degree of mental telepathy. The range 

at which cephalyx can communicate with one another varies. 

In most cases a cephalyx can contact peers at a distance several 

times farther than an audible voice would carry, and they can 

also reach one another despite certain intervening barriers. The 

most mentally powerful cephalyx can convey simple thoughts 

across an entire hive or from several miles away aboveground, 

although nuanced communication requires proximity. 

This telepathy enables the cephalyx to sense the surface 

thoughts of nearby thinking beings, making the subterranean 

race difficult to ambush or surprise. With dedicated effort they 

are sometimes able to perceive more. Probing into the inner 

thoughts of other intelligent beings always requires effort 

and can harm a vulnerable mind. Some entities are difficult 

for a cephalyx to telepathically probe. The minds of arcane 

practitioners, for example, are often difficult to discern, and 

certain energy projections, such as a warcaster’s power field, 

can interfere with a cephalyx’s more intrusive telepathy.

Cephalyx can communicate with outsiders via telepathy, but it 

is painful to the non-cephalyx and can damage their psyches. 

Most cephalyx have atrophied larynges and can communicate 

verbally only if they take specific measures to do so. Cephalyx 

intending to interact with outsiders rely on artificially generated 

sound. Thanks to their telepathic powers, most can immediately 

translate their thoughts into any language. This is not the same 

as true fluency in that language but represents an instantaneous 

mental translation. Cephalyx may utilize unusual sentence 

structure and grammar as a result of the different ways they 

organize information, not from a lack of understanding.

Telekinesis is another universal trait of the cephalyx, although in 

some cases this is limited to a cephalyx’s mobility—allowing them 

to float effortlessly from place to place—and the manipulation of 

prosthetic limbs attached to their backs. To a cephalyx, this type 

of movement and control is as intuitive and easy as moving arms 

and legs is to non-cephalyx. 

While cephalyx rely on their own sense organs to see or hear, 

they often augment their vision through lenses in their masks. 

Furthermore, telepathically capable cephalyx who are controlling 

drudges or monstrosities can rely on those beings to broaden 

their perspective of their surroundings. 
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as the cephalyx left no trace of their passage and attacked 
small groups on the fringes. 

An influx of surgically altered drudges provided martial 
strength to the new hives, allowing them to defend 
themselves against organized retaliation. Even in the rare 
instances such efforts were mustered, surface dwellers 
proved reluctant to delve into cephalyx tunnels, a justifiable 
fear given the advantages the cephalyx possessed there. 
By exercising caution and carefully selecting subjects to 
enslave, the cephalyx were able to grow stronger and 
prosper. The cephalyx carved out a place for themselves, 
driving away violent subterranean creatures like the dregg 
and other perils. Generally the superior mental powers of 
the cephalyx allowed them to seize whatever tunnels they 
required without enduring substantial losses.

Subsequent hive divisions took place in the following 
centuries, albeit slowly and infrequently. Population 
controls exercised by each hive maintained stability. The 
impetus for a hive to divide in order to establish a new hive 
was invariably a consequence of escalating battles over 
supremacy between ruling exulons. 

Hives naturally evolved an ideal number of cephalyx 
occupying the strata of its various castes. Unbalancing these 
numbers usually provoked strife. Once too many mentally 
powerful leaders became exulons, conflict was inevitable, 
and only murder or schism would relieve the pressure. 
These periods of crisis were usually resolved by brief but 
fierce battles among the leaders, with the losing exulon or 
exulons extinguished. Most of a hive would be unaffected, as 
members submitted to whichever leaders held dominance. 
Beyond these occasional struggles, hive leaders focused on 
their cephalomek experiments, working either individually 
or in research groups to refine their mastery of this science as 
each sought continual improvement of their mental powers. 

reaChing a higher state
Contact between hives was infrequent, generally involving 
spies seeking to keep abreast of the advances of the 
nearest rivals. Strife occasionally erupted between these 
neighboring hives, usually over access to limited resources 
or attempts to secure or safeguard cephalomek advances. 
The rest of the time the various hives remained focused on 
internal issues and advancing the projects of their exulons. 

Surgical and biological research remained a core value of all 
cephalyx, although advancements were incremental rather 
than revolutionary for most of cephalyx history. Perhaps 
as a result of their strict hierarchy and the overpowering 
dominance of the exulons, truly innovative and creative ideas 
proved to be rare. Though they had fostered an environment 
to advance individual intelligence, these efforts were 
extremely focused, based on narrow criteria. One could argue 
that the cephalyx methodology had optimized analytical 

intelligence at the cost of creative insight. Furthermore, by far 
the greatest priority of cephalyx research and development 
was the augmentation of psychic abilities that did not rely 
directly on greater intelligence but on some combination of 
ambition, ego, and will.

the Mortality dileMMa
Another great work occupying countless cephalyx across 
multiple hives was the ongoing battle against mortality. 
The ruling exulons knew the primary limit to individual 
advancement was the onset of disease, mental degradation, 
and, inevitably, death. Seeking to solve this existential 
conundrum, many of the greatest cephalyx minds turned 
from the study of the brain to a lower science—studying 
the other systems of the body, including the individual 
cell. Though such work carried less prestige, those set to 
this project knew their advances would be required for the 
cephalyx to live long enough to make true breakthroughs in 
higher thought.

By slow turns over the centuries the cephalyx managed 
to eliminate or diminish several key factors contributing 
to bodily degradation over time. The lifespan of cephalyx 
began to lengthen, stretching beyond what most humans 
could hope to enjoy. Achieving progress beyond this 
incremental lifespan increase proved difficult. Moreover, 
the effort was quite expensive, both in resources and in 
the alchemical and surgical effort required. It became clear 
that a hive would never be able to invest in multiplying 
the lifespans of its entire populace. The lower castes were 
allowed to enjoy only the most rudimentary refinements, 
while those who proved capable of prodigious mental 
development and psychic power were given liberty not 
only to expand their minds through cephalomek surgeries 
but also to enjoy substantially greater longevity.

This created a cycle slanted to the benefit of the exulons, 
given that mental development was inherently a slow and 
gradual task. The gulf between the ruling exulons and the 
lowest caste grew larger, even as the physical brains of the 
exulons expanded to allow for larger and more convoluted 
networks of dense nerve tissue. Longevity brought new 
problems along with its rewards, as cephalyx in this state 
discovered they required more than ordinary sustenance to 
empower their prodigious psychic abilities. 

PsyChiC hunger
Soon the most powerful cephalyx noted that engaging 
their mental powers against lesser minds provided a 
rejuvenating effect. The very task of subjugating the will 
of others restored the mental reserves of the victor, as if he 
were feeding on their energies. Additionally, the physically 
larger brains of the ranking exulons required regular 
infusions of alchemical draughts drawn from the brains and 
spinal fluids of subject creatures. Usually these needs were 
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met by a hive in the course of regular research, with the 
most mentally robust specimens put aside for the exulons. 
Still, in times of scarcity this could become a strain on the 
hive: yet another reason to limit the number of cephalyx in 
the upper tiers of development. 

The most powerful exulons proved to be reliant on regularly 
siphoning memories and mental energies from the brains 
of lesser creatures. Done swiftly, this scoured the subject’s 
mind and left an empty husk void of higher mental faculties, 
useful only for conversion into the simplest drudges. The 
eldest exulons demonstrated a hunger outstripping physical 
need, an addiction that could force them to take otherwise 
unacceptable risks to seek fresh minds to ravage. This was 
one reason cephalyx leaders sometimes ventured to the 
surface world to engage in battles arguably better left to less 
critical members of their hives. 

the lean Centuries
By and large cephalyx hives have been able to conduct their 
work and prosper regardless of events on the surface, but 
some calamities shook the continent deeply enough for 
even them to feel. The Orgoth Occupation that ravaged the 
surface kingdoms had a tremendous impact on the cephalyx 
and represented to them the first time their subterranean 
existence was seriously threatened by surface dwellers. It 
took some time before the cephalyx even recognized the 
nature of this threat, but by the end of the Occupation 
they were as relieved as any other inhabitants of western 
Immoren to see the foreign tyrants vanish.

The most significant impact of the Orgoth was a sudden 
difficulty in harvesting subjects. This was a result of efforts by 
the invaders to enslave the surface population. Particularly 
during the early centuries of the Occupation, thousands of 
Immorese were killed in warfare, and thereafter additional 
thousands were chained and shipped overseas. Those 
who remained were kept in heavily guarded slave camps 
watched over by vigilant Orgoth soldiers. During these 
years cephalyx hives found it almost impossible to conduct 
surface raids. Making the situation even worse, the Orgoth 
created numerous passages and chambers beneath their 
structures, sometimes digging deep to establish tombs or 
torture chambers. Several times, Orgoth builders discovered 
the periphery tunnels of a hive during these excavations, 
resulting in bloody conflict. 

A number of hives felt pushed to desperate measures, 
including undertaking ill-conceived efforts to destroy the 
local Orgoth and seize their slave populations by force. 
Though these campaigns were sometimes successful in the 
short term, Orgoth retaliation was fierce and effective. The 
invaders had no fear of following the cephalyx into their 
tunnels and possessed a number of mystical techniques and 
weapons that enabled them to fight on nearly equal terms 

with their mentally augmented foes. Orgoth soldiers driven 
to berserk rage by mystical rites proved to be resistant to 
mental domination, and the drudge armies accumulated by 
these hives were not enough to defend them. Several hives 
were destroyed in this period, while others were forced to 
abandon outer holdings. 

return to norMalCy
The remaining hives learned to avoid direct contact with 
the governing Orgoth and to endure a dearth of research 
subjects. This was a hardship primarily on the exulons 
and other advanced cephalyx, many of whom perished 
from infighting as their mental faculties diminished after 
extended energy starvation. As the Occupation went on, 
the Orgoth eventually gave the captive populations greater 
liberty. This allowed the cephalyx to resume cautious 
raiding. The situation improved tremendously with the 
onset of the Rebellion, when chaos and struggles among 
the surface dwellers offered ample opportunities to capture 
entire populations of peripheral villages uncontested. 

This resurgence in the capacity for widespread 
experimentation also marked one of the greatest advances 
in cephalyx longevity. Approximately fifty years before 
the Rebellion armies succeeded in casting out the Orgoth, 
several cephalyx hives made parallel breakthroughs in 
cell longevity. These breakthroughs were discovered 
and replicated across the scattered hives. This involved a 
variety of complex alchemical treatments that significantly 
diminished degradation from aging and allowed stable 
cell growth in tissues that would ordinarily have become 
cancerous. Related treatments augmented the regrowth of 
nerve tissues in even the eldest cephalyx. Some benefits 
were easily applicable to the lower castes, but the most 
dramatic applications were reserved for the exulons.

a CloCkWork eneMy
The hives anticipated a rise in 
their fortunes in the wake of the 
Orgoth Occupation, particularly 
given the advances in longevity. 
These predictions were undermined 
by the emergence of a new threat 

that revealed itself in the early 300s and escalated in the 
following centuries: the Convergence of Cyriss. Members 
of this machine cult possessed an affinity for underground 
facilities, often preferring locations proximate to major 
cephalyx hives. Unlike the subterranean rivals the cephalyx 
had encountered before, the Convergence proved to be 
entirely capable of waging organized warfare underground, 
wielding effective weapons and utilizing advanced tactics.

Mere proximity and territoriality would have ensured 
bitter enmity between these two groups regardless of other 
considerations. It quickly became apparent, however, that this 
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enemy was more than simply a rival for resources or access to 
tunnels. To the cephalyx, the clockwork forms of the worshipers 
of Cyriss represented a strange and revolting aberration, one 
similar to but far more abhorrent than the animated corpses 
employed by surface necromancers. Necromancy was a 
repugnant practice relying on the putrefying forces of death 
and decay, but its powers arose from the organic and were 
therefore comprehensible. The constructs of Cyriss were 
something else altogether, an utter rejection of biology. The 
leaders of the cephalyx found this concept both fascinating and 
loathsome, particularly since in some respects Convergence 
goals seemed to parallel their own. 

As clashes between the Convergence and the cephalyx 
grew more frequent and the cephalyx learned more of this 
adversary, they discovered disquieting similarities. The 
Convergence’s achievement in transcending the physical 
was not dissimilar to the cephalyx goal of becoming 
creatures of pure mind. Indeed, cephalyx leaders faced 
the disturbing notion that the essence chambers the 
Convergence had so quickly innovated might be a means to 
successful transformation into a purer mental state. Among 
the great cephalyx thinkers it was deduced that the insights 
Convergence worshipers had received from their “Goddess 
of Patterns” and through astronomy were similar to concepts 
cephalyx ancestors developed after dissecting the brain. 

Complicating the understanding of this enemy was the fact 
that clockwork minds seemed to be strangely impervious 
to psychic emanations. Probing the thoughts or motivations 
of the Convergence proved to be a challenge facilitated 
only by capturing living members of the organization, who 
were rarely risked in battle. Greater familiarity and study—
earned at considerable cost across decades of conflict—
allowed the cephalyx to better understand this foe and their 
antithetical ideology. 

It was eventually deduced that the Convergence represented 
a bizarre and corrupted variant of cephalyx core beliefs, 
a group driven astray by superstitions encouraged by a 
manipulative and malevolent divinity. If there were an 
intelligence and will to be found among nature’s universal 
laws and the principles of mathematics, it was an aberration, 
an invidious entity that defiled the purity of sentient 
thought. Strengthening this conclusion was the finding that 
the clockwork entities of the Convergence did not, so far as 
the cephalyx were concerned, possess true free will, but only 
a convincing facsimile. Such clockwork beings had, in fact, 
been enslaved by the goddess they worshiped, becoming its 
extensions on Caen. 

The exulons of several hives declared that complete 
freedom of the mind would be negated should the divine 
entity called Cyriss manifest on Caen. The exulons 
predicted the Convergence would never succeed in their 
goal, given that it would require an impossible degree 
of coordinated global effort. Nonetheless, they agreed 
that the cephalyx should undermine and oppose the 
Convergence at every opportunity.

No effort was made to organize multiple hives against this 
enemy, as hives are inherently self-motivated and self-
involved, led by exulons who safeguard their autonomy. 
Rather, each hive has dealt with this foe as they have 
encountered it. Many hives have conducted operations 
to eradicate nearby Convergence populations when they 
have sufficient resources to do so, including infiltrating and 
taking over Convergence facilities when possible. 

CEPhalYx lIFESPaNS aNd hEalTh

Cephalyx have yet to fully exploit their breakthroughs 

in longevity, but great strides were achieved around 450 

years ago. Even members of the lowest caste who remain 

in that echelon their entire lives can expect to live at least 

two hundred years. Overlords and top researchers such as 

cognifexes receive additional treatments, allowing them to 

enjoy lifespans as long as three or four centuries. Exulons 

receive the most extensive rejuvenating conditioning. No 

exulon treated since the creation of the Iron Kingdoms has 

died of natural causes. It is predicted that exulons can expect 

lifespans upward of six to seven centuries. Such lifespans 

are longer than any sentient species in western Immoren, 

including the long-lived Nyss.

The state of cephalyx medical understanding makes them 

essentially immune to diseases so long as they have access 

to the resources of a hive. however, cephalyx bodies are 

relatively frail and delicate, easily damaged by forceful 

trauma. Physically weakened by atrophy of the limbs and 

a reduction of muscle mass and bone density, they rely 

heavily on telekinetics to protect themselves from harm. 

despite this, they are capable of recovering from extremely 

severe injuries so long as they are quickly tended to by a 

sufficiently capable cephalyx. Cephalyx resilience after 

injury is entirely reliant on swift and comprehensive 

medical intervention.

Through deliberate modifications as a result of strong taboos, 

cephalyx corpses do not retain integrity after death unless 

subjected to alchemical substances known only to them. as 

soon as a cephalyx experiences brain death, the body begins 

to break down, quickly becoming a gelatinous pool of liquids 

and proteins. For this reason, no outsider has successfully 

dissected a cephalyx. In a hive, the lowest caste deals with 

corpses. Cephalyx corpses are often preserved long enough 

for the brain to be dissected and examined before the body 

is allowed to disintegrate. The resulting fluids are distributed 

to nourish food-producing fungi and other essential plants. 

Machine parts from the deceased are recycled and reused.
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Such victories have had the added benefit of affording the 
cephalyx access to powerful energy generators, which they 
have sometimes exploited to run their own machinery. 
While the cephalyx have their own biological power sources, 
Convergence power sources provided a greater and steadier 
supply of energy. The cephalyx do not fully understand 
Convergence technology, and there are numerous barriers 
to reverse engineering this machinery—not least, a strong 
distaste for all Convergence techniques. The cephalyx are 
willing to ignore their disgust, however, in the interest of 
seizing these power generators. 

Several Convergence facilities have fallen to the cephalyx 
over the decades, enabling the cephalyx to create highly 
efficient surgical theaters for such purposes as automated 
drudge creation. Where these facilities are retained for 
a sufficient length of time, the cephalyx can efficiently 
convert hundreds or even thousands of captives into battle-
ready drudges. Generally a hive cannot hold such a facility 
indefinitely. Eventually generators fail beyond repair or the 
Convergence musters a sufficient military force to dislodge 
the cephalyx. Hives seek to exploit these windfalls to the 
best of their ability and then retreat to consolidate acquired 
resources. There has been no systematic or cohesive effort 
by either side to exterminate the other, but deadly conflict 
between them has been frequent. 

Recent events have seen a marked rise in activity among 
the Convergence, and the cephalyx are aware that this 
enemy has entered a new phase in their long-term plans. 
This threat has prompted the hives to gather additional 
forces and stand ready for conflict. Most hives are unwilling 
to take aggressive measures, instead preparing against 
Convergence forces invading their territories. 

an unConventional 
allianCe
The fortunes of individual hives rise 
and fall over time, a fact that is natural 
and unavoidable. Several decades ago, 
however, the misfortunes of a once-
powerful hive led to unprecedented 

developments. The central hub of this particular hive was 
situated below the Thornwood, with peripheral tunnels 
and facilities stretching as far as the Llaelese Mountains, 
southeastern Khador, and eastern Ord. This Thornwood 
hive experienced significant setbacks in the mid 500s AR, 
losing a substantial portion of its strength as well as several 
of its leading exulons.

There was no single cause for this decline but rather a 
sequence of disasters both small and large. These included a 
particularly costly conflict with a dregg infestation in the 550s, 
followed by several defeats at the hands of the Convergence 
of Cyriss, which had been expanding bases into the hive’s 

territory. The hive was already in a particularly weak and 
vulnerable position when Cryxians began to infiltrate the 
Thornwood in 586 AR. It soon became apparent that Cryx 
sought to establish its own subterranean presence in the area 
and would become a severe and unavoidable threat.

The initial consensus among the exulons was to abandon the 
hive’s holdings and either relocate or allow itself to be absorbed 
by a stronger hive. One exulon, a powerful figure named 
Thexus, offered an alternative. He had received unexpected 
contact from the Cryxian leadership expressing interest in a 
nonviolent solution that could be mutually beneficial. The 
consensus went against Thexus; the other hive leaders were 
unwilling to enter into communication with outsiders. 

A largely secret struggle swiftly followed. No sooner had 
the other exulons denied his motion than Thexus isolated 
and eliminated the strongest of his conservative rivals. 
Before the remainder could organize to retaliate, he called 
for another assembly and calmly presented his proposal 
again. This time he achieved consensus and the hive 
entered into an alliance with Cryx. Exulon Thexus spoke 
for his hive, while Iron Lich Asphyxious spoke for Lich 
Lord Thalassina of Cryx. 

In the ensuing negotiations, Thexus’ hive acquired a 
promise that in any of its military engagements in the region 
Cryx would set aside a percentage of defeated enemies to be 
turned over alive to the cephalyx. In return, the hive would 
assist Cryx to create an extensive underground complex 
whose chambers would in some regions overlap with the 
cephalyx’s. The two agreed to coexist in these places and 
to share labor and technology toward the fabrication of 
weapons for both. Furthermore, the two forces agreed 
to mutual defense and limited joint military endeavors, 
though force allocations would be decided by the leaders 
on either side on a case-by-case basis. 

While some of Thexus’ rivals were uncertain about 
entering into such a close relationship with a foreign 
power, the alliance quickly proved its value. Thexus’ hive 
received an unprecedented influx of slaves, allowing them 
to restore their supply of drudges and monstrosities. This 
gained in momentum as wars on the surface escalated. In 
less than a decade the hive’s military strength exceeded 
any previous numbers. 

The arrangement has had its downside; joint efforts with 
Cryx have incurred a high number of casualties among the 
lower castes and a not-insignificant number of casualties 
among the lower leadership tier. Yet in the aggregate there 
is no question the alliance has reinvigorated the Thornwood 
hive and allowed it to become uniquely formidable. 
Casualties have been efficiently replaced, and losses have 
not put an undue burden on the hive. 
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Increased military strength has already proven fortuitous, 
as seen in recently escalating engagements with the 
Convergence of Cyriss in northern Llael. Exulon Thexus was 
able to seize a major facility from the Convergence in 600 AR 
and exploit its power generators to expedite the conversion 
of a large number of drudges. Though the Convergence 
recently regained this facility, Thexus is satisfied that he 
accomplished his goals during its occupation. Furthermore, 
he acquired additional military assets and vital intelligence 
that may prove invaluable in future conflicts.

CePhalyx soCiety
Although cephalyx are spread across dozens of hives deep 
below the surface of Immoren, each shares an identical 
hierarchy, and its members are divided into similar 
roles. Hives are self-contained and autonomous, akin to 
independent city-states, quite willing to compete with one 
another for resources and even sometimes warring with 
one another. 

There is limited direct communication or contact between 
hives, and what exists is usually a prelude to violence. 
That said, the breakthroughs of one hive usually filter 
to the rest over time. Each hive is keenly interested in 
cephalomek developments and will go to great lengths to 
acquire them. Through spies and the mental domination 
of captives, discoveries eventually pass to the wider 
cephalyx. There have also been rare occasions when 
the exulons of rival hives have temporarily put aside 
disagreements to act in concert, such as to confront a 
large intruding Convergence force. 

Though frequently at odds with one another, the cephalyx do 
possess a shared identity. In circumstances where they unite 
against a mutual threat, there is inevitably competition for 

supremacy among leading exulons. A stronger hive might 
seek to absorb a weaker one during such a conflict, as a desire 
to dominate and control is endemic to cephalyx culture. 

The interactions and politics of the cephalyx are difficult to 
understand for outsiders, who often cannot comprehend 
their motivations. Yet each ruling cephalyx is a highly 
intelligent being who has lived for hundreds of years and 
absorbed countless lesser minds while augmenting his own. 
Their actions are ultimately rational, if frequently enigmatic.

life in the hive
There is no question that cephalyx are a distinct species. 
Outsiders view them as alien beings, and this attitude is 
not without basis. Even such exotic races as the skorne 
have more in common with western Immoren’s human 
kingdoms than do the cephalyx. Referring to their city-
states as “hives” is particularly apt, as the cephalyx are as 
efficient, organized, and methodical as the most complex 
social insects. 

Regardless of their roles, individual cephalyx spend the 
vast majority of their conscious hours laboring at the 
tasks set before them with apparently tireless diligence 
and focused attention. The way they approach their work 
would be considered obsessive by human standards. This 
is an essential aspect of cephalyx nature, instilled in them 
culturally and also arising from traits deliberately selected  
for through countless generations. 

Cephalyx require brief regular periods of inactivity akin to 
sleep, although this is not based on a diurnal cycle. They 
are able to return to full consciousness very swiftly. Most 
cephalyx retreat to a secure place for this cycle. A resting 
cephalyx is surrounded by guardians such as drudges, and 
their mental barriers remain active even in this state.

MONSTROSITY & dRUdGE WEaPONS
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There is no appreciable concept of “leisure time” or 
entertainment among the cephalyx, and what pleasure they 
derive from life appears to come entirely from accomplishing 
the tasks they have chosen or have been ordered to undertake. 
There is no apparent art, music, poetry, or sculpture in 
this society, nor any other activities that might suggest an 
imagination applied to anything other than specialized 
branches of science. Their attitude can be seen in even simple 
matters such as basic sustenance. Cephalyx have developed 
an assortment of subterranean flora and fauna that provide 
the nutrition necessary to sustain life. The cephalyx do not 
“eat” in a traditional manner but instead create a nutrient-
rich sludge they periodically introduce directly into their 
digestive systems. The same methodology is applied to 
sustain drudges and monstrosities. 

As a society the tasks undertaken by cephalyx occupy an 
atypically narrow range, with far less diversity than most 

surface races. Aside from individuals assigned to regulate 
the basic tasks required to maintain the infrastructure of a 
hive, all cephalyx spend some portion of their active labor 
practicing cephalomek. An individual’s skill and knowledge 
dictates the difficulty and complexity of the procedures 
he undertakes. The diligence and all-consuming nature of 
this activity is comparable to the zeal with which religious 
communities practice their faiths. While cephalyx worship 
no deity and appear to have no religion, they approach the 
studies of anatomy, surgery, and engineering, which together 
comprise cephalomek, with unwavering devotion. 

There are virtually no formalized rituals practiced by 
cephalyx, an extension of their rigid pragmatism. Similarly, 
they have shown a narrow range of emotional expression, 
demonstrating nothing akin to joy, sorrow, rage, or love. 
The emotions they do experience are not always analogous 
to those of the surface races and are internalized rather than 
openly expressed. Even when engaging in violence, the 
cephalyx exhibit a methodical calm that is often even more 
chilling to the outsider enemies they confront.

Cephalyx are supremely cerebral beings. It is frequently the 
case that they spend considerable time in focused thought, 
applied either to the task at hand or to theoretical exercises. 
Most cephalyx have the capacity to focus mental energy on 
multiple tasks simultaneously. This trait becomes stronger 
as a cephalyx ages and particularly as he undergoes cerebral 
augmentation. A cephalyx who appears to be performing 
a relatively rote task—such as amputating the hands of 
captives to replace them with automated weaponry—
may also be engaged in complex mental exercises such as 
planning hypothetical experiments. 

hierarChy and 
advanCeMent
Cephalyx society remains hierarchical, with population 
controls in place to ensure the number of cephalyx is 
adequate for the hive to be self-sufficient and accomplish 
the goals of the exulons. Populations can be reduced in times 
of scarcity, either by limiting reproduction or, in extreme 
cases, by eliminating extraneous members of the lower 
castes. During prosperous times, populations are allowed 
to slowly increase. Drudges and monstrosities, as military 
assets, are created or eliminated as needed, though each 
hive seeks to maintain sufficient strength that it can both 
defend itself and conduct required offensive operations. 

Every cephalyx is expected to fulfill his assigned role with 
efficiency and intelligence. The lowest castes of cephalyx are 
watched over with close scrutiny by those above them, and 
they must prove superlative at their tasks in order to have 
any hope of moving up. Though all cephalyx have some 
degree of ambition, not all are equally capable of achieving 
their desired upward mobility. 

CEPhalYx GENdER, 
REPROdUCTION, aNd MaTURITY

Cephalyx are born with vestigial aspects of the biological 

sexes, although this distinction is largely meaningless. Gender 

as a concept does not exist among the cephalyx, and they do 

not identify themselves as male or female. For purposes of 

language clarity, individual cephalyx might be identified as 

a specific gender. Exulon Thexus is referred to as male, for 

example. but this concept plays no role in cephalyx culture.

Reproduction is handled entirely in laboratories set aside by a 

hive specifically for that purpose, tended by specialized low-

caste technicians. all members of a hive contribute genetic 

material sufficient for ongoing production of new cephalyx. 

artificial reproduction requires delicate procedures with a 

higher success than failure rate. Cephalyx cannot reproduce 

at anywhere near the speed they can create drudges, or even 

monstrosities, from captive subjects.

Cephalyx have the means to accelerate growth and 

development rapidly in newborn and young cephalyx, 

during which time the young are kept in an isolated nursery. 

Telepathic methods of education allow them to be ready for 

their initial assigned roles. an immature cephalyx can be 

transformed into one sufficiently mature to enter cephalyx 

society in a few short years. 

It takes far longer for a cephalyx to develop the mental and 

psychic sophistication to advance beyond initial, usually 

rudimentary, tasks. a cephalyx might remain in the same role 

for decades before transitioning to a higher function. If a hive 

is experiencing a specific lack, focused efforts can be made 

to transition the most capable members of a lower caste. This 

is typically done only after a hive endures severe casualties.
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Cephalyx society is rigid, and required functions must 
be filled, but individuals are not locked into a single role 
indefinitely. It is intrinsic to cephalyx society that those 
with sufficient mental acumen and power can rise. Younger 
cephalyx are slated to the lowest castes and must spend 
years performing basic supervisory tasks or rote functions 
their superiors would consider demeaning. In the course 
of such work, cephalyx refine their initially rudimentary 
mental powers and learn cephalomek, starting with the 
most basic and crude of surgical techniques. Eventually 
those who prove their skill might be entrusted with more 
challenging tasks and perhaps elevated to a different role, 
while newer cephalyx occupy their former position.

Advancement typically requires lengthy labor and focused 
self-improvement. There are significant barriers to further 
advancement at each level of the hierarchy. These may 
require a cephalyx to undergo surgical augmentation 
to expand his brain and unlock new powers. Such 
opportunities must be earned, and not every cephalyx 
responds to cephalomek augmentation identically. Some of 
these procedures carry a risk of death or madness, and a 
cephalyx who is unable to perform a useful role for the hive 
after surgery is eliminated. Over centuries, a cephalyx who 
successfully advances multiple times can become a very 
different entity, transformed both physically and mentally.

Some brains are more responsive to expansion, although 
most can be improved by several orders of magnitude over 
a cephalyx’s lengthy lifespan. Generally the hive’s leaders 
must authorize augmentative procedures, though some 
cephalyx seek them without approval. There are always 
more cephalyx eager for augmentation and advancement 
than there is actual need for them, and in any hive there is 
a limited number of experts capable of performing the most 
advanced of brain surgeries. The vast majority of cephalyx 
are incapable of successful self-augmentation and therefore 
must rely on their seniors in order to advance. Casualties in 
times of strife can be useful to disrupt stagnation in a hive’s 
hierarchy and open chances for advancement.

Cephalyx are still individuals, each more suited to certain 
tasks than others. Mid-tier cephalyx who are particularly 
adept at a given field may find themselves mired at that 
level until they can impress superiors or demonstrate 
unusual initiative. Similarly, many cephalyx are unsuitable 
for leadership roles, even after an extended lifetime. 
They may find satisfaction in experimental research and 
seek advancement purely for cerebral reasons without 
a compulsion to dominate their peers. Such evolved 
specialists can advance far in a hive and assume essential 
positions. Each hive includes a small number of senior 
cephalyx who are afforded special considerations by the 
exulons and who answer only to them. Such cephalyx have 
considerable status but might not possess any authority 
outside their field of specialization.

hive Caste tiers
A hive comprises myriad roles, but many include cephalyx 
who are essentially equivalent in status. These tiers are 
not formally named structures within the hierarchy, but 
the strata of a hive are well understood by members. 
Though placement in a role or caste is initially assigned, 
the most important aspect of a cephalyx’s changing status 
is his mental advancement and power. Only leaders with 
sufficient mental strength to dominate subordinates remain 
in those positions. Individuals who have exceeded the 
ability of a superior to control them will invariably rise in 
station unless that rise is opposed by hive leaders. 

In cases where a rising member of a hive cannot be 
placed in a useful role and where his mental power and 
ambition disrupts the goals of the leadership caste, a 
struggle of wills inevitably ensues. Those who remain 
defiant when they are confronted by higher-caste cephalyx 
invariably provoke a deadly contest of psychic power. 
This is the cephalyx equivalent to law enforcement; open 
defiance is dealt with swiftly and irrevocably. Dissent and 
disagreement within a hive are not allowed at any level 
below exulon. Even among exulons, extended periods in 
which consensus cannot be achieved will result in violent 
conflict until the minority is defeated.

hive infrastructure tier
The lowest castes of a hive are those involved in overseeing 
fundamental infrastructure and maintenance. The tasks 
they supervise include growing food crops, managing 
waste elimination (including handling the dead), expanding 
and repairing a hive’s tunnel network, constructing new 
laboratories or living areas, and overseeing reproduction 
centers. Many of these duties are given to the youngest 
cephalyx or those at the lowest end of mental advancement, 
including older cephalyx who have failed to augment 
their minds or who damaged their brains via accidents or 
mistakes during augmentation procedures. 

These basic tasks are vital to a hive, and it is expected that 
they be attended to with exacting diligence. The lowest-
status members of the leadership caste are assigned to 
supervise cephalyx in these roles. Their only hope of 
advancement is demonstrating superlative performance—
both theirs and their subordinates’.

No true cephalyx, even among the lowest and most 
junior members, ever engages in physical or menial labor. 
Physical tasks are instead performed by enslaved drudges 
or monstrosities, which are supervised and controlled by 
cephalyx of the lowest caste. One essential function of low-
caste cephalyx is to acquire, modify, and direct drudges that 
can perform this work. Mastering the surgical creation of such 
drudges is therefore one of the first things a young cephalyx 
must learn to do, a first step in the long process of mastering 
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cephalomek. With aptitude and decades of practice, these 
cephalyx might move from hacking into prisoners in dark, 
squalid rooms to performing advanced cephalomek on 
cephalyx brains in pristine laboratories and surgical suites, 
but only if they can advance beyond the lowest caste. 

Drudges are employed for all manner of menial tasks, 
including excavating tunnels, carrying equipment, 
harvesting food, and serving as disposable weapons for 
hive defense. Monstrosities are more valued resources than 
drudges, requiring more effort to create and maintain, and 
thus they are present in much smaller numbers in a hive. 
However, they can also be employed for menial labor, 
typically for tasks requiring their prodigious strength. 

Several highly specialized roles exist within this lowest caste. 
Reproduction centers, for example, represent a relatively 
advanced function that is low in status. Those assigned to 
oversee reproduction are invariably older cephalyx who 
have not risen in stature within the hive. Most techniques 
practiced here are simple and represent basic cephalomek, 
although those who practice these sciences know there are 
unique challenges and difficulties to hive reproduction. 
Exulons often place cephalyx noted for high reliability but 
low ambition in this role. 

Perhaps the most mysterious and loathed caste of cephalyx 
are the preservers, a minority of highly specialized and 
advanced cephalyx whose sole task is the acquisition and 
storage of knowledge. All preservers have undergone 
substantial cranial adjustments and improvements, 
although along lines entirely different from those of other 
castes. Preservers are among the lowest caste of cephalyx 
because they regularly violate taboos against direct contact 
with flesh. They interact directly with brain matter and 
possess specialized appendages and related tools that allow 
them to interface with living brains as well as to section and 
shave brains of the deceased for detailed absorption. Many 
cephalyx can telepathically probe the consciousness of lesser 
beings and strip memories, but for the majority this is an 
inexact and unreliable process. The most powerful cephalyx 
are likely to damage lesser minds before recovering useful 
information. Preservers are far more adroit at extracting 
such information. 

Though captive subjects with unusual minds or 
information might be delivered to the preservers so their 
brains can be sectioned for absorption, preservers focus 
mainly on accumulating and maintaining lore generated 
by the cephalyx themselves. Research leaders in particular 
are required to regularly transmit their findings to the 
preservers. Additionally, members of this caste are 
sometimes contacted by leaders who wish to telepathically 
access their memory archives, usually to acquire detailed 
lore on rare or specialized cephalomek procedures.

priority operations tier
The majority of hive members exist at this tier, which 
includes most castes of mature cephalyx involved in 
ongoing projects of interest to the exulons, including 
research. Most cephalyx spend the majority of their active 
time practicing cephalomek. This can include engaging 
in surgical procedures to innovate new drudges, refining 
techniques for creating better monstrosities, assisting in 
procedures related to mental augmentation, or conducting 
cephalomek experiments. All of these activities rely on a 
steady influx of captured experimental subjects, some of 
whom might survive to be subjected to a multitude of 
successive procedures.

This is a very broad tier but includes the work deemed the 
most important ongoing efforts of a hive. This tier has many 
strata of status, and most cephalyx spend their lives moving 
slowly from one to another of these layers. A cephalyx 
can shift from one project to the next before petitioning 
for the right to conduct research of their own choosing. 
Cephalyx such as mind benders, agitators, dominators, 
and particularly experienced mind slavers are examples 
of cephalyx at this tier, which also includes fleshforgers, 
reprocessors, and oppressors. 

The lowest strata within this tier involve work on relatively 
basic or low cephalomek. The simplest tasks such as rote 
drudge creation or drudge modification are lower-caste 
activities; although  common and necessary, these types of 
surgery are seen as akin to butchery and carry little esteem. 
Other projects involve theoretical and experimental tasks 
such as innovating new ways to condition or fabricate 
drudges, experimenting with different alchemical or 
surgical methods of domination and restraint, and so on. 

Monstrosity fabrication is a more advanced task and carries 
proportionately greater status, although practitioners are 
still working with well-established cephalomek techniques. 
The most esteemed cephalyx in this field are those seeking 
to develop new and more advanced types of monstrosities 
or to push the bounds of what is attainable within the limits 
of the creatures’ physical frames. 

The highest-status tasks in this tier involve work on the 
brain, in particular the enhancement of cephalyx intelligence 
and psychic powers. Such work is jealously guarded 
and usually conducted by only the greatest masters of 
cephalomek. Though it is sometimes done, cephalyx of this 
tier find it difficult to attempt to augment their own brains 
without the approval of their superiors. Although the desire 
for self-improvement often fuels a cephalyx’s ambition to 
join the leadership caste, it is not uncommon for highly 
skilled cephalyx to devote a lifetime of work to augmenting 
exulons, never once themselves benefiting from the results 
of their research. 
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A hive allows for only a small number of extremely advanced 
cephalyx to rise beyond the oversight of overlords, most 
notably cognifexes and mechanifexes. Cognifexes are among 
the most intelligent and mentally powerful of cephalomek 
practitioners who have not assumed the responsibility of 
governing an aspect of the hive. They are autonomous in 
running advanced research projects, sometimes collating 
the findings of multiple facilities. Mechanifexes occupy a 
similar niche, with a focus on mechanical applications. 
While cephalyx are primarily obsessed with surgical tasks, 
their laboratories require an array of mechanical, chemical, 
biological, and psychic power sources to run complex 
machinery, all of which must be fabricated to exacting 
standards and maintained. Mechanifexes are capable of 
advanced cephalomek and wield an array of psychic powers 
but also possess specialized lore in machine systems.

Cephalyx at the highest level of this tier have limited direct 
authority, yet they exercise considerable influence through 
the overlords regulating their projects. Knowing these 
individuals answer to a higher authority, overlords make 
every effort to facilitate their work and eliminate anything 
that would interfere. 

leadership tier
The highest tier is occupied by the leadership castes, who 
jealously guard their positions and reserve the right to 
regulate the actions of subordinate cephalyx. There are 
several levels of leadership within a hive, and the gulf 
between them is substantial. Upper-tier leaders have every 
motivation to discourage elevating potential rivals. There 
are a wide variety of circumstances whereby higher-ranking 
members of this tier might eliminate those lower than 
themselves without consequences. Entering the leadership 
tier means walking a tightrope. These cephalyx must prove 
to be capable, powerful, and useful to their hive but also not 
a threat to the goals of their superiors. It can take centuries 
for cephalyx to rise to the top of the leadership caste. More 
are destroyed than succeed.

Overlord – The lowest caste of cephalyx leadership is 
occupied by overlords. They are given oversight of any 
tasks requiring the coordination of multiple cephalyx. All 
overlords oversee subordinates working on a single task or 
project, but there is considerable variance in their status. 
An overlord assigned to manage waste elimination would 
be far lower in status than one assigned to a high-priority 
research project. 

Any sufficiently experienced cephalyx who has refined his 
psychic powers can petition hive leaders to join the ranks of 
the overlords, though few are accepted at any given time. 
Being an overlord is a transitional state for cephalyx, as 
these subordinate leaders are always being evaluated. It is 
a probationary role in which they are learning the demands 

of hive leadership and are held responsible for all failures of 
the cephalyx under their charge.

Overlords are in continual competition with one another 
and are frequently reassigned as performance is evaluated. 
They are usually organized into trios, each member seeking 
dominance over his peers. This is thought to refine ambition 
and ensure that the strongest minds excel. It also prepares 
overlords for the mental clashes they will face at the higher 
levels. Dominance within an overlord trio may periodically 
change, but experienced overlords settle into more stable 
groupings, with one clearly dominant. It is crucial that any 
internal competition among overlords not interfere with 
vital projects. Overlords who forget this face harsh reprisals 
by hive leaders, potentially including immediate execution. 

Akulon – Occupying an intermediary leadership caste are 
akulons, who serve the exulons by regulating multiple 
teams of overlords. They are expected to pay detailed 
attention to the day-to-day tasks under their purview so as 
to free the exulons for higher thought. An exulon might be 
served by one to four akulons, so there are very few in most 
hives. Every akulon serves a specific exulon to whom he is 
tightly bound by psychic compulsions. 

Overlords who distinguish themselves over the decades 
might be elevated to akulon. This requires the direct 
intervention of an exulon, who authorizes an extensive 
augmentation cycle. Members of this caste must stand ready 
to dominate entire groups of cephalyx, enforcing obedience 
and quashing discordant ambitions. 

Silexus – Large hives sometimes elevate an akulon to the 
higher rank of silexus. A silexus in this special coordinating 
role is empowered to resolve disputes over allocation 
of resources between the various akulons. Each serves 
as a gatekeeper for the exulons and ensures that they are 
disturbed for only the most critical problems. Selected for 
their decisiveness and crushing mental presence, silexus are 
formidable battlefield combatants. When a hive is engaged 
in a protracted battle, a silexus might be elevated to serve as 
supreme battlefield commander in the absence of exulons. 
Nominating a silexus requires an exulon consensus, and a 
silexus serves the consensus and the hive rather than any 
specific exulon. Not all hives utilize this rank.

Exulon – The supreme rulers of a hive and of the cephalyx 
in general, exulons are the topmost caste and the elite of 
their species. This supremacy is most notably reflected in the 
powerful psychic powers exclusive to them, which require 
extensive augmentations and regular alchemical treatments. 
Exulons benefit from special rejuvenating processes that give 
them unsurpassed longevity and immunity to diseases. 

The mind and will of an exulon are powerful enough to 
subjugate members of all lesser castes, and the greatest 
exulons can endure mental assault from multiple junior 
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rivals. Exulons have an enhanced ability to control 
monstrosities and drudges in battle and can augment 
multiple allies at once through their telepathic powers. The 
cost for these abilities is a persistent hunger for the energies 
of intelligent minds. This craving exists among other upper-
caste cephalyx but is strongest among the most powerful 
exulons, who must regularly feast on mental energies to 
maintain their power.

Members of this tier do not work well together: most hives 
can maintain equilibrium only under the direction of a small 
group of exulons, and some hives are governed by a single 
exulon for this reason. Exulons are loathe to allow others to 
join their ranks, and the rise of a new exulon is most often 
a matter of individual initiative by a veteran akulon or 
silexus, usually requiring secret efforts at self-augmentation 
and breaking loyalty conditioning. A mind at this level has 
reached an evolved state that can no longer endure external 
domination. Therefore, exulons are not promoted but rather 
begrudgingly acknowledged. This transition is dangerous, 
as standing exulons may prefer to destroy someone 
aspiring to join their ranks unless persuaded of a benefit to 
themselves and the hive. 

Among hives with more than one exulon, the idea of 
consensus is an essential part of internal politics. Each 
exulon is allowed and expected to run private projects, 
but major actions involving the coordinated effort of large 

segments of the hive require exulons to work in concert. 
Without consensus, higher-caste subordinates may interpret 
efforts to enforce coordination as hostile overtures. 

Meetings between exulons to achieve consensus are tense 
and potentially deadly. Matters are debated in a way that 
employs raw telepathic will, and arguments between 
exulons are invisible battles, conducted by way of telepathic 
probes, mental assaults, and psychic deflections. Consensus 
may arise naturally but more often requires mental battery 
and pressure, with the winning side forcing the losing side to 
acquiesce. Victory in psychic debates usually goes to the most 
numerous side, but not always. The strongest minds with 
the greatest conviction win consensus if they can succeed in 
eroding oppositional resistance. An exulon’s status among 
his peers can quickly rise or fall amid these meetings.

Military of the CePhalyx
The cephalyx have not created specific castes or roles to 
handle hive defense; the concept of a military is foreign to 
them. Instead, nearly every member of a hive is expected 
to contribute to hive defense and to obey orders regarding 
aggressive actions conducted beyond the hive. No caste is 
exempt from this obligation, though in practice some, such 
as the preservers, rarely participate. 

The same leadership roles by which a hive is governed come 
into play in defensive or aggressive actions. Most often the 
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overlords are tasked to lead, to regulate lesser cephalyx 
and ensure victory. In these engagements the overlords fear 
disappointing the exulons more than they fear the efforts 
of the enemy. Cephalyx are prone to underestimating their 
enemies, all of whom they view as inferior beings, but 
experienced cephalyx understand that even lesser beings 
can be dangerous.

Regardless of caste or role, cephalyx are loathe to place 
themselves directly in harm’s way unless forced to do so 
by the mental compulsion of a superior. The preferred 
cephalyx approach is to make heavy use of drudges and 
monstrosities as an expendable resource to spend against 
their adversaries. Yet inevitably in battle some cephalyx 
may fall. Cephalyx are self-centered in this regard, little 
fazed by the deaths of their peers. Higher castes are quite 
callous toward the necessity of expending members of 
lower castes. Even as a mind slaver views a drudge as a 
useful but disposable military asset, an overlord views the 
mind slaver in the same way. 

That said, the leadership castes keep an accurate accounting 
of a hive’s population and know the difficulties and costs of 
replacing key personnel. Cephalyx pragmatism ensures they 
will risk vital hive resources only if the goal is of sufficient 
importance. Ranking cephalyx will not hesitate to retreat 
and surrender ground if necessary and are untroubled by 
human concepts like honor, pride, and duty. Any cephalyx 
seen fighting to the death in battle is invariably one who has 
been mentally compelled to do so by his superiors.

Most cephalyx are battle-ready without additional training 
or preparation, able and willing to make use of their mental 
powers and their surgical expertise and tools if need be. 
With knowledge of anatomy, cephalyx can quickly and 
efficiently kill other living things, requiring nothing more 
than a small slice to a major artery. Some castes, however, 
are more specifically oriented toward hive defense. All 
mind slavers are expected to maintain a roster of battle-
ready drudges to serve as the most numerous of a hive’s 
soldiery. Drudges usually employed for other tasks can be 
very quickly outfitted for battle. 

Agitators serve a hive by seeing to the disposition of 
monstrosities, ensuring they are delivered as required and 
augmenting them in battle. Dominators serve a special role 
predicated on enslaving highly skilled outsiders. Besides 
providing reconnaissance, access to these non-cephalyx 
gives a hive an arsenal of unusual tactics. A dominator can 
use the slaves in myriad ways, including sending dominated 
troops to blend in with the enemy to discern their plans. 

Cephalyx prefer to engage with small to medium-sized 
forces. Most cephalyx raids are comprised of a relatively 
small number of cephalyx supported by a larger number 
of drudges and a few monstrosities striking against poorly 
defended periphery human and Rhulic communities. 
Stronger hives can muster entire armies, however, though 
they rarely do so. One of the greatest strengths of the 
cephalyx in these engagements is internal cohesion and 
instantaneous communication, facilitated by telepathic 
orders. The fact that drudges are directly controlled means 
they are capable of perfect, silent coordination. 

The cephalyx are not a militarily regimented society, and 
disparate elements sometimes engage enemies in a less 
ordered manner. This can put them at a disadvantage 
against disciplined foes like the Convergence or the elite 
troops of kingdom armies. The cephalyx are most effective 
when able to ambush or strike from a position of surprise, 
applying their mental powers and using raw psychological 
shock to demoralize the enemy. They prefer to strike quickly 
and overwhelmingly and withdraw back to a hive; they are 
not as well suited for protracted engagements. 

However, a hive fighting to defend its core assets can be 
truly formidable and intractable. Supported by powerful 
ruling cephalyx and able to rely on their surgical theaters, the 
cephalyx can prove extremely resilient. When fighting close 
to the hive, cephalyx send their injured back to be treated 
and then returned to battle, essentially eliminating non-fatal 
casualties and giving the impression of far greater numbers 
than they actually possess.

CEPhalYx WaRCaSTERS

Some cephalyx have the ability to directly control multiple 

monstrosities and wield formidable powers that can transform 

a battlefield. Their telekinetic abilities can deflect incoming 

weaponry as efficiently as any power field. Such individuals 

can fight on par with Iron Kingdoms warcasters, though the 

cephalyx themselves do not consider them warcasters. Such 

powers are unlocked by the augmentation of the cephalyx 

brain; they are not rooted in an unpredictable and rare 

inborn talent, nor do these cephalyx leaders have an affinity 

for cortexes or mechanika. The ability to telepathically 

control and direct monstrosities is an extension of the mental 

abilities of these upper-caste cephalyx, not dissimilar from 

controlling drudges. 

Cephalyx do not technically cast spells or wield magic, though 

the psychic powers they manifest function similarly and can 

be similarly affected or disrupted. What appear to be spells 

employed by individuals such as Exulon Thexus are rather a 

manifestation of formidable and versatile psychic abilities. 

For this reason, when cephalyx unleash these powers there is 

no manifestation of spell runes, only a sickly purple radiance. 


